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CURRENT MOBILES

Abovve prices are subject to change as per market

86

Nokia 225
Nokia 225, the new low-cost model from 
the finnish giant is so far the thinnest 
internet ready Nokia mobile phone with a 
big screen. Nokia's 225 price in pakistan is 
unknown at this time, the handset can be 
described as a small pocket-size cheap 
phone. Nokia 225's features include a 
2.8-inch display, a two megapixel camera 
and a dust and splash resistant keyboard. 
Nokia 225 is developed for any age young 
or old who like to keep two SIM cards at a 
time. Nokia 225's battery life in standby 
mode is more than 36 days. the dual-SIM 
version of  Nokias 225 promises a sustain-
able backup of  27 days in standby mode. 
According to the company, Nokia 225 will 
appear in selected stores as early as late 
spring.  

Samsung B360
Quite unexpectedly! Samsung's new bar 
phone mobile, Yacca B360 is not some 
mighty smartphone but a simple bar 
phone at your service without any operat-
ing system. Samsung handset are becom-
ing prominent not only as smartphones 
but the simple easy to use mobile phones 
are also getting popular. Samsung E series 
is getting a lot of  new arrivals with quite 
heavy dressing and metal ointments to get 
neck to neck with competition so samsung 
prepares itself  also for the low end devices, 
releasing Yacca 280 predecessor or the 
Yacca C345 and many other smaller 
versions Samsungs knows how to succeed 
in world's market with Yacca bar devices. 
The early developments from the giant 
confines the most talked about family.

QMobile Explorer 3G
QMobile pocket friendly Explorer 3G is 
here to rock you with some quite unbeliev-
able stuff. Where else could you find a 3G 
bar phone that also has a WiFi? To Tell 
you the truth, QMobile Explorer 3G is 
one and only of  it's kind in the Pakistani 
market and that too in an attractive price 
that would not be much heavy on your 
wallet. QMobile Explorer 3G's Wireless 
LAN / Wifi will always keep you connect-
ed on the go and if  you can't find a hotspot 
the built-in 3G will sprinkle it's magic for 
you. The new member of  the QMobile 
Explorer 3 series is loaded with unlimited 
fun and functionality, Dual SIM along 
with Dual camera for Video Chatting will 
keep the party going for you. 

Voice Xtreme V60
Voice V60 Quadcore Smartphone comes 
with 4.5 inches touchscreen having smart 
look at an affordable price, Voice Xtreme 
V60 comes with 12 Mp auto focus camera 
to capture every smile & each expression. 
For video chatting on Skype that why your 
V60 QuadCore is loaded with 3.0Mp front 
Camera, Voice V60 enables you to enjoy 
Whatsapp, viber, Facebook that are pre-in-
stalled.  

Rivo Jaguar J505
New Rivo power series Jaguar J505 comes 
with a long lasting battery that also 
becomes a power bank. So take control 
with Rivo Jaguar J505 and bring that 
balance in your life by keeping your office 
and personal life separate, the awesome 
way. Rivo Jaguar J505's phone book lets 
you store more than thousand contacts 
directly into the phone's storage. The new 
Rivo Jaguar N Dual-SIM bar mobile 
phone enhances your overall social life so 
that you can continue to pursue what you 
are after. Rivo's Jaguar J505 presents you 
with a powerpack of  online social apps 
including Facebook, Twitter, WhatsApp, 
Google & Yahoo so that you can be in 
touch worry free. 

Haier Klassic M108
Haier probably best bar phone in the entire 
Haier lineup goes official, Haier Klassic 
M108 is off  course a handy one compar-
ing it with other Haier bar phones in terms 
of  specifications and features. Once you 
have Haier Klassic M108 in hands you got 
significant advantage over your friends 
who have many other bar phone from 
different other companies because its 
unique design, up to 16GB SD card limit, 
1.3MP camera,  up to 500 limit to store 
your favorite contacts and many other 
handy aspects, off  course make it different 
in the line.

Nokia 
Nokia 225, the new low-cost model from 
the finnish giant is so far the thinnest 
internet ready Nokia mobile phone with a 
big screen. Nokia's 225 price in pakistan is 
unknown at this time, the handset can be 
described as a small pocket-size cheap 
phone. Nokia 225's features include a 

RS.

6,375

Samsung 
Quite unexpectedly! Samsung's new bar 
phone mobile, Yacca B360 is not some 
mighty smartphone but a simple bar 
phone at your service without any operat
ing system. Samsung handset are becom
ing prominent not only as smartphones 
but the simple easy to use mobile phones 

RS.

5,800

QMobile 
QMobile pocket friendly Explorer 3G is 
here to rock you with some quite unbeliev
able stuff. Where else could you find a 3G 
bar phone that also has a WiFi? To Tell 
you the truth, QMobile Explorer 3G is 
one and only of  it's kind in the Pakistani 
market and that too in an attractive price 

RS.

3,990

Rivo 
New Rivo power series Jaguar J505 comes 
with a long lasting battery that also 
becomes a power bank. So take control 
with Rivo Jaguar J505 and bring that 
balance in your life by keeping your office 
and personal life separate, the awesome 
way. Rivo Jaguar J505's phone book lets 

RS.

2,950

Haier probably best bar phone in the entire 
Haier lineup goes official, Haier Klassic 
M108 is off  course a handy one compar
ing it with other Haier bar phones in terms 
of  specifications and features. Once you 
have Haier Klassic M108 in hands you got 

RS.

3,100

RS.

8,800



CURRENT MOBILES

Abovve prices are subject to change as per market

QMobile X2i
Qmobile presents magnificent Magnus 
X2i, a bright, beautiful, compact and easy 
to use smartphone with two SIM cards. 
No Matter where you go on your ventures, 
the wonderful QMobile Magnus X2i 
handset will be your constant companion. 
Its convenient compact polycarbonate, 
rough & tough body is able to withstand 
any challenge. QMobile Magnus X2i's 
possibilities as a true companion are limit-
less, it's like snatching the top notch quali-
ties of  expensive smartphones and mold-
ing them together at an affordable price. 
QMobile Magnus X smartphone comes 
with the most popular and updated appli-
cations preinstalled and ready to use, 
Skype, Office, and many other.  On QMo-
bile's Magnus X2i you get up to 30.

GFive Eshare A68
GFive Eshare A68 is a smartphone with 
longer battery life and enjoy hours of  long 
calls, with WiFi of  GFive Eshare A68 you 
can use Internet with high speed, you can 
also download wide range of  applications 
and enjoy them with high speed 650 MHz 
processor, GFive Eshare A68 is full of  
entertainment including FM Radio, SNS 
integration, MP3, Games and much more.  

Voice Xtreme V10i
Here comes another! Voice have launched 
Xtreme V10i, for a much smarter and pure 
android life experience, especially for 
youth. Voice Xtreme V10i adds conve-
nience to your busy and hectic life. More 
than ever, you'll not want to get unglued 
from your Voice V10i for nothing! This 
new and modern smartphone adds not 
only a beautiful design, but also represents 
innovation, practicality and yes lots and 
lots of  fun! With Xtreme V10i by Voice, 
you'll not only be connected to the virtual 
world but can also access and monitor 
social networks. One can also follow 
everything with Voice's Xtreme V10i that 
goes on the small screen. Yes, install adigi-
tal TV app from play store and voila! 

Huawei Ascend Y220
The all new Huawei Ascend Y220 is 
equipped with a 3.5 inches IPS touch 
screen, 1.0 Ghz Dual-Core processor, 
VGA camera and boots in just 5 seconds. 
Huawei's Ascend Y220 has a stylish 
design and excellent software that opens 
up a whole new world of  entertainment 
with Android Gingerbread 2.3. Ascend 
Y220 by Huawei allows you to be always 
connected through your favorite social 
networks. It's 1320 mAH battery will 
guarantee long lasting connection and 
entertainment 24 hours. On Huawei 
Ascend Y220's 3.5" display, you can watch 
your videos at YouTube, surf  the Web and 
download applications at an incredible 
speed. Ascend's Y220 is equipped with 3G

Rivo Rhythm RX40
Introducing Rivo new smartphone 
Rhythm RX40, a multicolour fantabulous 
device that has all the relevant technical 
specifications for a budget model. For 
example, Rivo Rhythm RX40 has all the 
modern communication modules along 
with dashing features and can freely 
supports two SIM-cards simultaneously. 
Rivo Rhythm RX40's multi SIM slots will 
help you save money on calls, combining 
tariff  plans wisely with calculated risks. A 
slim lightweight and compact Rivo 
Rhythm RX will be enjoyed by all lovers 
of  minimalism. The smartphone has a 
bright 4.0 inch touchscreen which 
supports a resolution of  480x854 pixels. 
The screen of  Rivo's Rhythm RX40 
provides incredible vitality and crystal.

Samsung Galaxy Star Pro
Here comes Samsung Galaxy Star Pro, An 
affordable smartphone by Tech giant 
Samsung. Samsung Galaxy Star Pro falls 
under 4" entry level android segment to 
fight against the local brands ruling this 
segment. Samsung Galaxy Star Pro is the 
successor to Galaxy star released few 
months back. Flaunting a 2 MP camera, 
Wifi, 4-GB built-in memory Samsung 
Galaxy Star Pro provides you with 15 
hours of  talktime and a stand-by time of  
370 hours.  
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QMobile 
Qmobile presents magnificent Magnus 
X2i, a bright, beautiful, compact and easy 
to use smartphone with two SIM cards. 
No Matter where you go on your ventures, 
the wonderful QMobile Magnus X2i 
handset will be your constant companion. 
Its convenient compact polycarbonate, 

RS.

3,990

GFive 
GFive Eshare A68 is a smartphone with 
longer battery life and enjoy hours of  long 
calls, with WiFi of  GFive Eshare A68 you 
can use Internet with high speed, you can 
also download wide range of  applications 
and enjoy them with high speed 650 MHz 
processor, GFive Eshare A68 is full of  

RS.

5,500

Voice 
Here comes another! Voice have launched 
Xtreme V10i, for a much smarter and pure 
android life experience, especially for 
youth. Voice Xtreme V10i adds conve
nience to your busy and hectic life. More 
than ever, you'll not want to get unglued 
from your Voice V10i for nothing! This 

RS.

3,990

The all new Huawei Ascend Y220 is 

VGA camera and boots in just 5 seconds. 
Huawei's Ascend Y220 has a stylish 

up a whole new world of  entertainment 

RS.

7,000

Rivo 
Introducing Rivo new smartphone 
Rhythm RX40, a multicolour fantabulous 
device that has all the relevant technical 
specifications for a budget model. For 
example, Rivo Rhythm RX40 has all the 
modern communication modules along 
with dashing features and can freely 

RS.

6,700

Samsung 
Here comes Samsung Galaxy Star Pro, An 
affordable smartphone by Tech giant 
Samsung. Samsung Galaxy Star Pro falls 
under 4" entry level android segment to 
fight against the local brands ruling this 
segment. Samsung Galaxy Star Pro is the 
successor to Galaxy star released few 

RS.

8,500
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This Tab has operating system of  Android Kitkat version 4.4 that is supported with 1.3 GHz QuadCore Processor  and 1GB 

Ram and 8GB Rom. The device has the ability to upgrade to new versions of  Android Operating Systems. Been built with 

7.85 inches screen with XGA (1024 * 768) IPS LCD Screen, which shows the display in its actual and fascinating colors and 

enables it to show any type of  video.

Another thing is that it has been launched with 1.3 GHz CPU with model number MTK MT8382 its renderer is Mali-400 

MP and with a Quad Core Processor which was Dual Core in the previous Tab of  its Tribe.

The main memory with this Tab is 1 GB which is although enough for the device but QMobile has to work for more in the 

future as certain apps and games need much memory for smooth operation.

7.85" Inches IPS WSVGA vivid  Display, Full Capacitive Touch Screen, 16M, 5 Megapixels FF Back Camera + 2 MP Front 

Camera, Wi-Fi  Single  MicroSIM Supported, 2G + 3G Network, 8.0 GB Internal Storage + 1.0 GB RAM, 1.3 GHz Quad 

Core, Operating System: Android 4.4(Kit Kat), 4700 mAh  MicroSD Support Upto 32GB MMC GPS + A-GPS

Qmobile  Tab V10

QMobile brings you another exciting tablet equipped with all the features and specs you are looking for. The new 

QMobile Q Tab V6 appears the same as the other QMobile tablets with some diversifications. This tab comes in 7 

inches IPS WSVGA screen display that enables the users to perform various tasks like reading books by switching to 

reading mode, write emails, watch movies and lot more. It comes in 800 x 480 pixels resolution. QMobile Q Tab V6 

comes in 1 GB RAM, 8 GB internal memory. Don’t be upset; you can extend it to 32 GB via micro SD card. You can 

save loads of  audio video files with ease. QMobile has not improved their camera in this tab and QMobile QTab V6 

is packed with same 2 mega pixel back camera, a VGA secondary camera and video recording option. Running on 

Android v4.4 (KitKat) you will get an average 1.2 GHz dual core processor, FM radio that enables you to enjoy music; 

naturally you can SMS and MMS in abundance. The best thing about QMobile QTab V6 is the 3000 mAh battery life 

that enables you to enjoy longer talk time. You can get this tab in black color.

Qmobile QTab V6

The Huawei MediaPad 7 Youth2 is a 7-inch Android tablet with a 1.2-GHz quad-core processor, 1GB of  RAM and 
4GB of  storage, expandable through microSD card of  up to 32GB. Its other features include a 3-megapixel main 
shooter and a VGA unit on the front. Huge in China, here in the UK Huawei is a name you might be tempted to 
pronounce 'who are we'. But it's a brand the company is determined to stamp on Western consciousnesses over the 
coming months.  It slunk into the low-end smartphone market with a series of  Android phones a couple of  years back, 
and in November of  last year branched out with a noisy press party for the 7-inch MediaPad 7.
We've only just been able to get hold of  a review device, so if  this is a launch it's not exactly rushing, but the MediaPad 
7 has been worth waiting for.
Colors, Front: Black | Back: champagne, Display 7-inch, 1024 x 600 - Capacitive touch (5-point)  CPU MSM8x12 
quad-core A7 1.2GHz, Operating System Android 4.3 + Huawei Emotion UI 1.6  Memory ROM: 4 GB / RAM: 1 
GB, Network GSM / Edge - Voice Calling support  Sensors Accelerometer, Cameras Rear 3 MP / Front 0.3 MP
Battery Capacity: 4100 mAh  

Huawei MediaPad 7 Youth 2

The Huawei Honor Tablet is an 8 inch slate offers a resolution of1280 x 800, which is closer to being a large Smartphone 

than most other tablets. The Honor Tablet enables you to make and take phone calls, and send out SMS to friends and 

family. Under the hood, Huawei Honor tablet comes in a quad-core 1.2 GHz Snapdragon and inside you'll get1GB of  

RAM and 16GB of  internal storage that is extendable up to 32 GB. The Huawei Honor features a 5 mega pixel back 

snapper with Geo tagging and panorama, a secondary VGA camera and video recording. The 4800mAh battery of  

Huawei Honor tablet keeps the lights on, and the tablet carries 3G HSPA+ connectivity, supporting speeds up to 

42Mbps. The Huawei Honor tablet comes with Android 4.3 Jelly Bean Operating System with Huawei's Emotion UI 

1.6 running on top. The other significant features of  Honor Tablet is Wi-Fi, GPS, Bluetooth, headphones with 3.5 mm 

jack, micro-USB supported, charging with Micro-USB, voice calling, and 3G support. The tablet is available in standard 

white and silver colors. 

Huawei Honor Tablet T1

This Tab has operating system of  Android Kitkat version 4.4 that is supported with 1.3 GHz QuadCore Processor  and 1GB 

Ram and 8GB Rom. The device has the ability to upgrade to new versions of  Android Operating Systems. Been built with 

7.85 inches screen with XGA (1024 * 768) IPS LCD Screen, which shows the display in its actual and fascinating colors and 

enables it to show any type of  video.

Another thing is that it has been launched with 1.3 GHz CPU with model number MTK MT8382 its renderer is Mali-400 

Qmobile  

RS.

13,500

RS.

14,000

RS.

10,900

RS.

14,499
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Samsung Galaxy Core 2
Samsung G355H Galaxy Core 2 a 
long-awaited update to the original 
SamsungGalaxy Core. This time it's not a 
marketing ploy, changes have occurred at 
the hardware level with quite a peculiar 
change in appearance. Samsung Galaxy 
Core 2 runs on the latest Android 4.4 
operating system, packing a powerful 1.2 
GHz quad-core processor under the hood. 
Welcome to the world of  great perfor-
mance, Samsung Core 2 now has 
quad-core processor accompanied by an 
excellent video accelerator to ensure a 
perfect image on the 4.5-inch display. 
Samsung Galaxy 2 has 768MB of  RAM 
for quick start-ups and excellent applica-
tion performance, as well as 4GB of  
internal memory for data storage.

Huewi Y635
Chinese company Huawei has brought 
Y635 at MWC 2015 with couple of  other 
budget smartphones packing support for 
fourth generation networks. With Huawei 
Y635 company continues to follow the 
intended design trends in their mobile 
devices. Huawei's Y635 hold a restyled 
body, but retain the familiar features. This 
is the same candy bar with soft contours 
and a number of  touch buttons. Huawei 
handheld Y635 is a stylish and sophisticat-
ed smartphone with a certain degree of  
minimalism and constructiveness in a 
compact size for which a 5-inch display 
that acted according to Huawei expecta-
tions. Excellent Quad core performance is 
offered by Y635 having the latest 1.2 GHz

Rivo PZ10
Embrace the Rivo brand with Phantom 
PZ10, company's 1st hard core performer 
equipped with a powerful Quad-Core 
Snapdragon Processor by Qualcomm for 
blazing-fast multitasking performance. 
Rivo Phantom PZ10 also capitalizes on 
groundbreaking battery efficiency and 
brings some exceptional graphics that you 
have never experienced before. Rivo Phan-
tom PZ10's OS ensures a smoother ride 
with latest Android KitKat 4.4, packed 
with tons of  amazing and useful features-
to achieve greater productivity, Rivo 
Phantom P family promises a loads of  
fun. Now relive your most cherished 
memories more vividly, boasting a 
stunning 12.0megapixel camera.

QMobile X800
Qmobilelayahai Noir X800 Octa-Core, aadi 
ho jaienaiknayiduniyakayjokayhogibohat hi 
tezaurbarqraftaarwobhikam price mien. 
GaramGaramQMobile Noir X800 OctaCore 
mien hai 1.4GHz Octacore processor based 
on TRU technology jokayapko is qabilbana-
tahaikayaapQMobile Noir X800's smart-
phone kojaisemarzichahein use karien. 
Qaboolkarienaiktaqatwar graphics kidunya 
4.7 inches ki high definition IPS screen par. 
QMobile Noir X family kapehla phone hi 
Octa-Core nikla is baat say hum andazalaga-
saktehainkayQMobile's Noir X800 kaysucces-
sorskitnay powerful hongay. Sirfusi kitaab 
kamutalakareinjoapparhnachahtayhainyawo-
hi movie QMobile X800 par dekhejoaapaik-
bohat hi shandar screen par dekhnachahta.

Haier Esteem i70
Haier reveals latest Esteem i70, earlier the 
company raised curtains from its new 
budget smartphone series following the 
launch of  several electronics products in 
Pakistan. Looking at Haier Esteem i70 it 
becomes clear that engineers and design-
ers in the company has worked long on 
the design of  new products which resulted 
in Haier Esteem i series. Strict lines and 
finishes, deep black texture, all-glass front 
panel, textured back panel and the overall 
minimalist spirit, all this makes Haier 
Esteem i70's smartphone even smarter 
and at the same much more comfortable. 
Packed in an ultra-thin body of  only 
9.7mm thickness and snow-white color-
ing, Haier's Esteem i70 will appeal active.

Lenovo P70
The New Lenovo sleek smartphone P70 is 
born to rule, ideally suited to the 
powergeeks who demand the most out of  
their portable mobile gadget. Carrying a 
long lasting battery, Lenovo P70 is a 
powerful, fast, bright and stylish handset 
that makes it easy to replace the dedicated 
equipment like a digital camera. Lenovo's 
P70 supports all major communication 
standards and provides you with an 
absolute access to information through the 
Internet, like never before. Lenovo P70's 
built-in applications enables you to 
communicate in social networks with ease 
and equips you with an unlimited access 
to a lot of  exciting games. Lenovo Epic 
P70 has an added bonus in form of  a huge
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Haier 
Haier reveals latest Esteem i70, earlier the 
company raised curtains from its new 
budget smartphone series following the 
launch of  several electronics products in 
Pakistan. Looking at Haier Esteem i70 it 
becomes clear that engineers and design
ers in the company has worked long on 

RS.

17,999

Lenovo 
The New Lenovo sleek smartphone P70 is 
born to rule, ideally suited to the 
powergeeks who demand the most out of  
their portable mobile gadget. Carrying a 
long lasting battery, Lenovo P70 is a 
powerful, fast, bright and stylish handset 
that makes it easy to replace the dedicated 

RS.

24,900

Rivo 
Embrace the Rivo brand with Phantom 
PZ10, company's 1st hard core performer 
equipped with a powerful Quad-Core 
Snapdragon Processor by Qualcomm for 
blazing-fast multitasking performance. 
Rivo Phantom PZ10 also capitalizes on 
groundbreaking battery efficiency and 

RS.

12,500

ho jaienaiknayiduniyakayjokayhogibohat hi 
tezaurbarqraftaarwobhikam price mien. 

mien hai 1.4GHz Octacore processor based 

tahaikayaapQMobile Noir X800's smart

RS.

13,000

Huewi 
Chinese company Huawei has brought 
Y635 at MWC 2015 with couple of  other 
budget smartphones packing support for 
fourth generation networks. With Huawei 
Y635 company continues to follow the 
intended design trends in their mobile 
devices. Huawei's Y635 hold a restyled 

RS.

15,750

Samsung 
Samsung G355H Galaxy Core 2 a 
long-awaited update to the original 
SamsungGalaxy Core. This time it's not a 
marketing ploy, changes have occurred at 
the hardware level with quite a peculiar 
change in appearance. Samsung Galaxy 
Core 2 runs on the latest Android 4.4 

RS.

13,999
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Qmobile Z8
QMobile proudly presents Noir Z8 Plus, a 
phablet that is hardly conventional yet an 
incredibly stylish smartphone and an 
upgrade to the king of  Z family released 
earlier, QMobile's Noir Z8, the younger 
brother. In fact, it is a novelty not only in 
the market for digital technology in gener-
al but also in the lineup of  QMobile Noir 
Z family. By itself, it is a Large smart-
phone with a slim and trimmed body. 
Dimensions are still compact even consid-
ering it as a phablet. Design of  QMobile 
Noir Z8 Plus is intentionally made very 
succinct, that seems to be inviting every-
one openly to take a closer look at its 
technical specs. QMobile Noir Z8's Plus is 
a phablet that you can safely brag.

QMobile LT600
In this spring QMobile LTE handset LinQ 
LT600 can connect you the ultimate way. 
If  you are looking for a mobile device that 
would be able to fully meet your needs, 
then you should stop your eyes on the new 
QMobileLinQ LT600. This device 
projects high efficiency in everyday chores 
and comes with a wide range of  different 
functions to literally blow you away. 
QMobileLinQ LT600's 5.0 inch IPS 
(OGS+ LTPS) High Definition Display 
with a resolution of  1280x720 pixels will 
give you superb image quality with high 
color contrast. The new QMobileLinQ LT 
gadget is ultra slim at just 6.9mm however, 
It should be noted that the novelty has a 
powerful quad-core processor.

QMobile L15
QMobile introduces macho LinQ L15, 
equipped with all the features and technol-
ogies needed by a modern user, it's a good 
budget android smartphone considering 
its price. QMobile LinQ L15 packs a 
productive platform based on quad-core 
processor which allows you to easily cope 
with all the new tech savvy apps and 
games. QMobile LinQ L15's large and 
colorful display offers great multimedia 
entertainment and the two camera sensors 
8 MP rear and 5 MP front can shoot quali-
ty images at any time. This QMobile LinQ 
L is complemented by a stylish and attrac-
tively unique design, its high quality finish 
sets the handset apart from the other 
models of  this price range. 

QMobile Noir X100
Defining luxury, QMobile gives us Noir 
X100, an innovative new product in the 
smartphone market representing the latest 
fashion wrapped in leather finish. Unique 
QMobile Noir X100 blends the glossy 
appearance with hand craftedelegance, 
enhancing communication while provid-
ing significant fashion statement. QMo-
bile Noir X100's Innovative 4.5 inch IPS 
display is a mean of  constant access to the 
important information, news, alerts and 
SMS. It's not just about the looks, the new 
QMobile Noir X loads a 1.3 GHz 
Quad-Core Processor transforming the 
work into an absolute delight, smoothly 
without any hiccups. The latest gadgetQ-
Mobile's Noir X100 is equipped.

QMobile T500
QMobile pitches new Bolt T500 at 
mid-range Pakistani market, The latest 3G 
supported smartphone with 5.0 inch giant 
display by Pakistan's largest handset 
maker by sales. QMobile Bolt T500 will 
serve you just right for entertainment, 
Productivity and long work and that too at 
a very low-cost, but don't get too excited 
yet as QMobile Bolt T500's 2200mAh 
battery is the only area of  concern keeping 
in mind such a large screen. Nevertheless 
Company's high-featured line of  QMobile 
Bolt T phones always reaches the emerg-
ing local markets with high expectations 
and this time the brand surprises us with 
quite amazing price tags. QMobile's Bolt 
T500 is a great smartphone for productive 
work claiming.

QMobile T400
Another QMobile Gem, Latest Bolt T400 
makes it way to the market before the 
month of  Ramadan comes to an end. A 
good budget smartphone that has every-
thing you need. QMobile Bolt T400 is as 
good for work and communication as it is 
for play. The device has a productive 
platform based on a 1.2GHz Quad-Core 
processor, apart from the CPU QMobile 
Bolt T400's 1GB RAM, the handset has 
8GB built-in storage and 4.5-inch TFT 
screen. internal memory can be expand-
able up to 32GB using MicroSD cards. 
Based on Android 4.2 the new QMobile 
Bolt T can run all the required apps for 
work and study programs as well as simple 
multimedia tasks. 
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Qmobile 
QMobile proudly presents Noir Z8 Plus, a 
phablet that is hardly conventional yet an 
incredibly stylish smartphone and an 
upgrade to the king of  Z family released 
earlier, QMobile's Noir Z8, the younger 
brother. In fact, it is a novelty not only in 
the market for digital technology in gener

RS.

18,900

QMobile 
In this spring QMobile LTE handset LinQ 
LT600 can connect you the ultimate way. 
If  you are looking for a mobile device that 
would be able to fully meet your needs, 
then you should stop your eyes on the new 
QMobileLinQ LT600. This device 
projects high efficiency in everyday chores 

RS.

14,900

QMobile 
QMobile introduces macho LinQ L15, 
equipped with all the features and technol
ogies needed by a modern user, it's a good 
budget android smartphone considering 
its price. QMobile LinQ L15 packs a 
productive platform based on quad-core 
processor which allows you to easily cope 

RS.

12,900
RS.

9,500

Another QMobile Gem, Latest Bolt T400 
makes it way to the market before the 
month of  Ramadan comes to an end. A 
good budget smartphone that has every
thing you need. QMobile Bolt T400 is as 
good for work and communication as it is 
for play. The device has a productive 

RS.

7,990

QMobile 
QMobile pitches new Bolt T500 at 
mid-range Pakistani market, The latest 3G 
supported smartphone with 5.0 inch giant 
display by Pakistan's largest handset 
maker by sales. QMobile Bolt T500 will 
serve you just right for entertainment, 
Productivity and long work and that too at 

RS.

8,990
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Samsung Advance
Also known as Samsung Galaxy Star 2 
Advance SM-G350E.
Samsung has updated its Galaxy Android 
Smartphone collection yet again, this time 
with the super stylish Samsung Galaxy Star 
2 Plus Smartphone, a sleek and sophisticat-
ed handset for professional and personal 
use. An upgraded version of  Samsungs 
hugely popular Samsung Galaxy Star 2 
handset, the brand new Galaxy Star 2-Plus 
Smartphone includes a 4.3-inch capacitive 
touchscreen, an Android v4.4.2 KitKat 
operating system, a 1.2GHz single core 
processor, and a brilliant 3-megapixel 
camera with LED flash and video option. 
The Samsung Star 2 Plus Smartphone 
handset supports both 2G and 3G 
networks, dual-SIM, it offers 4GB.

Rivo RX80
OS Android 4.4.2,  Display 4.5" IPS 
FWVGA capacitive touchscreen, SIM 
Dual SIM, Network GSM 
850/900/1800/1900/2100 MHz, Dimen-
sion 135.5 X 67 X 8.9mm, In the Box 
Rhythm RX70, Travel Charger, Data 
Cable, Ear Phones, Quick Start Guide, 
Warranty Card , Processor Quad-core 1.3 
GHz, RAM 1 GB,   Internal Memory 8 
GB, External Memory Option microSD 
card slot up to 32 GB supported   Battery 
Non-removable Li-Ion 1650 mAh

GFive President Xhero 7
Introducing GFive President Xhero 7, 
your perfect assistant in daily routine of  
your busy life. With an update to the most 
famous Tango series, Company presents 
GFive President Xhero which belongs to 
the smartphone category rather to be 
called a phablet of  an average level. It is 
designed to operate two SIM cards. GFive 
President Xhero 7's unlimited features 
open up a world of  endlesspossibilities 
resulting in better opportunities. Separate 
personal and business calls on GFive 
Xhero 7, use the services of  different 
operators side by side and switch the pack-
ages when needed. Easy to use, versatile 
and elegantly powerful GFive's Xhero 7 
has excellent technical characteristics. 

QMobile Noir S1
QMobile gives you Noir S1 for a change, 
surpassing all expectations it's an excellent 
handset for business and having an 
enormous at home pleasure. Powerful 
multimedia smartphone QMobile Noir S1 
comes with an open support for two sim 
cards thats just a piece of  cake to manage, 
even for a novice. The powerful gadget 
belongs to the QMobile Noir S family and 
incorporates the best, most popular and 
useful features that are based on portabili-
ty, reliability and performance. QMobile 
Noir S1's design and Multimedia Capabil-
ities are huge like its big and stunning 5.0 
inch IPS screen that portrays an excellent 
picture quality. QMobile's Noir S1 is 
protected by a coated layer so you can 
safely enjoy the work on the Internet.

Sony Xperia E4
As Sony revealed the Xperia E3 last year 
in early september not so long ago which 
proved to be quite a decent mid range 
handset now we are hearing about Xperia 
E4. Rumored to be the perfect match for 
those who appreciate smartphones as the 
best means of  real time online communi-
cation. This Sony model is said to be very 
compact in size and has a very minimum 
overall weight, carrying a capacious 
battery Xperia E4 will allow for a long 
time to talk and listen to the music without 
having to worry about recharging. With 
spacious amount of  internal memory 
Xperia E4 is going to be equipped with 
1GB of  RAM to make an intensive use of  
superior applications and games. The 
proposed model Sony Xperia E4.

Huawei Y625
Smartphone can be so much fun. 
HUAWEI is bringing Y625 to Pakistan to 
confirm that as it is an absolute master of  
fun and you will certainly enjoy using it. 
Because with the 8.0 megapixel camera of  
Huawei Y625 that also has an autofocus 
and LED flash that helps you succeed by 
capturing some quite excellent quality 
photos. To be completely blown away, 
watch videos on Huawei's Y625, work 
with apps or surf  the Web. Providing neat 
computing power, the powerful quad-core 
processor makes it seem like a piece of  
cake. The HUAWEI owned new user 
interface EMUI 2.3 Lite makes Y625 
operation even easier, inducing fun-inclu-
sive package for your active mobile life. Be 
prepared to be amazed because with 5.0.
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Huawei 
Smartphone can be so much fun. 
HUAWEI is bringing Y625 to Pakistan to 
confirm that as it is an absolute master of  
fun and you will certainly enjoy using it. 
Because with the 8.0 megapixel camera of  
Huawei Y625 that also has an autofocus 
and LED flash that helps you succeed by 

RS.

14,000

Sony 
As Sony revealed the Xperia E3 last year 
in early september not so long ago which 
proved to be quite a decent mid range 
handset now we are hearing about Xperia 
E4. Rumored to be the perfect match for 
those who appreciate smartphones as the 
best means of  real time online communi

RS.

16,000

handset for business and having an 

multimedia smartphone QMobile Noir S1 
RS.

10,950

Samsung 
Also known as Samsung Galaxy Star 2 
Advance SM-G350E.
Samsung has updated its Galaxy Android 
Smartphone collection yet again, this time 
with the super stylish Samsung Galaxy Star 
2 Plus Smartphone, a sleek and sophisticat
ed handset for professional and personal 

RS.

10,300

GFive 
Introducing GFive President Xhero 7, 
your perfect assistant in daily routine of  
your busy life. With an update to the most 
famous Tango series, Company presents 
GFive President Xhero which belongs to 
the smartphone category rather to be 
called a phablet of  an average level. It is 

RS.

12,999

Rivo 
OS Android 4.4.2,  Display 4.5" IPS 
FWVGA capacitive touchscreen, SIM 
Dual SIM, Network GSM 
850/900/1800/1900/2100 MHz, Dimen
sion 135.5 X 67 X 8.9mm, In the Box 
Rhythm RX70, Travel Charger, Data 
Cable, Ear Phones, Quick Start Guide, 

RS.

11,400
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Samsung Galaxy S6 Edge
Your eyes must never have seen such glare 
ever. Very well executed Galaxy S6 and 
new Galaxy S6 edge are the most attrac-
tive smartphone handsets released recent-
ly. Having all high chances to catch the 
fancy eye of  the public always looking for 
something unique, any one of  the new 
Galaxy S6 or Galaxy S6 edge will do the 
magic. not so long ago, the engineers just 
relied on the 6 rules of  business i.e increas-
ing CPU power, RAM, space, screen 
resolution, size or new OS. All Edged 
Galaxy S6 has a slight bend on both sides, 
The slim Galaxy S6 handset boasts full 
metal and yet acquired a sleek look 
beyond imaginations. Loaded with the 
latest Cutting-Edge design these new 
handsets add a new dimension.

Samsung Galaxy S6
The latest flagship from Samsung, 
Samsung Galaxy S6 is the extreme 
simplicity of  Metallic design. Equipped 
with 2.3GHz Octa-Core processor, 3GB 
RAM and 4K Ultra HD high-definition 
video recording capabilities, Samsung 
Galaxy S6 is a beast of  a machine ready to 
blow anything in it's way. GALAXY S6 
minimalist appearance of  Samsung's new 
perfect masterpiece. it's narrow frame 
designallows 5.5 -inch High resolution 2K 
Super AMOLED large screen get broader, 
along with a sophisticated strap hole 
designed to allow users show personal 
style.Samsung Galaxy S6 brings an unpar-
alleled texture taste to your life, equipped 
with the new Assistant Menu "Quick 
Pick" feature, small box floating menus.

Samsung Galaxy A7
Samsung reveals Galaxy A7, A stylish 
smartphone with metallic body, rugged 
corners and endless possibilities. Samsung 
Galaxy A7 is exactly what you need as a 
modern user. A perfect handset for view-
ing email, messaging, watching movies 
and playing exciting games. unlike 
Samsung Galaxy A5 any information or 
content gets perfectly displayed on its 5.5 
inch HD screen carrying a resolution of  
720x1280 pixels. The Samsung A7 also 
known as SM-A700, perfectly conveys the 
colors on screen like a boss, Samsung's 
Galaxy A5 responds to multiple simulta-
neous touches allowing you to communi-
cate freely using two different SIM cards.  
Samsung Galaxy A5's smartphone.

Samsung Galaxy A5
Samsung presents Galaxy A5 with no 
plastic at all and takes on the new Alumin-
ium Metal frame instead. Samsung 
Galaxy A5 is designed for the class who 
takes social networking much more 
seriously and like to take their own selfies. 
Like its brother Samsung Galaxy A3, the 
specifications does not ring any bells but it 
is also not an object of  scorn, considering 
the superior unibody metallic frameSam-
sung A3 is claimed as the thinnest smart-
phone company has ever made.Samsung's 
Galaxy A3 bears a 5.0 inch display and is 
powered by a 1.2 GHz powerful 
Quad-Core processor along with 2GB of  
RAM.  Samsung Galaxy's A3 is equipped 
with a 13.0 megapixel camera that'll put 
all the bulky competitors.

Samsung Galaxy A3
Samsung makes Galaxy A3 full metal 
With sleek and sexy looks, the handset is 
quite similar to A5 in overall look and the 
design. Samsung Galaxy A3 is nothing 
like you have ever seen before. The first 
difference that you'll notice is the size of  
the beauty. The body of  Samsung A3 is 
consist of  single frame of  Aluminium 
rather than the molded pieces having 
sprinkled with the Backed plastic on top 
like Samsung Galaxy Alpha and Note 4. 
It's nothing like company's previous 
phones with detachable back cover and 
removable battery, the body of  this latest 
gadgetSamsung's Galaxy A3 is fully 
sealed like the latest iphone 6 plus or the 
even the previously hit iphone 5s.

Samsung Galaxy Core Prime
Don't get deceived, Samsung unveils sleek 
looking Galaxy Core Prime, loaded with 
sheer power and all the most needed 
fundamental ingredients, The Korean 
smartphone giant Samsung some how 
managed to to keep the core at just 8.8 
mm slim. Samsung's designers are too 
good at Squeezing all the entertaining 
elements together and stuffing it into a 
delicately sleek handset. Time to explore 
the Galaxies, The new edition of  Prime is 
loaded with the fastest 1.3 GHz 
Quad-Core processor capable of  provid-
ing the samsung's handset with enough 
power to meet the most demanding needs 
of  your modern computing tasks. The 
Core Primepacks a huge 4.5 inch screen 
despite being marketed as a delicately.

Don't get deceived, Samsung unveils sleek 
looking Galaxy Core Prime, loaded with 
sheer power and all the most needed 
fundamental ingredients, The Korean 
smartphone giant Samsung some how 
managed to to keep the core at just 8.8 
mm slim. Samsung's designers are too 

RS.

14,999

Samsung 
Samsung makes Galaxy A3 full metal 
With sleek and sexy looks, the handset is 
quite similar to A5 in overall look and the 
design. Samsung Galaxy A3 is nothing 
like you have ever seen before. The first 
difference that you'll notice is the size of  
the beauty. The body of  Samsung A3 is 

RS.

30,000

RS.

40,000

Samsung 
Samsung reveals Galaxy A7, A stylish 
smartphone with metallic body, rugged 
corners and endless possibilities. Samsung 
Galaxy A7 is exactly what you need as a 
modern user. A perfect handset for view
ing email, messaging, watching movies 
and playing exciting games. unlike 

RS.

50,000

Samsung 
The latest flagship from Samsung, 
Samsung Galaxy S6 is the extreme 
simplicity of  Metallic design. Equipped 
with 2.3GHz Octa-Core processor, 3GB 
RAM and 4K Ultra HD high-definition 
video recording capabilities, Samsung 
Galaxy S6 is a beast of  a machine ready to 

RS.

64,500

Samsung 
Your eyes must never have seen such glare 
ever. Very well executed Galaxy S6 and 
new Galaxy S6 edge are the most attrac
tive smartphone handsets released recent
ly. Having all high chances to catch the 
fancy eye of  the public always looking for 
something unique, any one of  the new 

RS.

79,000



Abovve prices are subject to change as per market

Huawei P8
Lights, Camera, Action! Huawei Brings 
out P8, A perfect combination of  ultimate 
aesthetics and haptic experience enclosed 
in a metal unibody made with the most 
advanced nano-manufacturing technology. 
Huawei P8 in result is a complete, seamless 
enclosure that fits perfectly in your hand. 
Nothing stands out so conspicuously, the 
camera closes precisely providing perfect 
handling. Huawei's P8 makes your life 
smarter, the new generation of  Kirin 930 
processor offers you increased perfor-
mance with lower fuel consumption. 
Huawei P8's all eight cores work on 64-bit 
to provide you with more power and speed 
than you have ever expected from a smart-
phone. It makes more of  your photos other 
than just a memory, Huawei handheld P8 
continues to rock with its 13.0 megapixel.

Samsung J5
Knock knock! Samsung Reveals sleek 
Galaxy J5, a stylish and high quality 
Smartphone solution that'll solves all of  
your major communication problems once 
and for all. Unlimited features of  Samsung 
J5 are enclosed in a stylish all-metal body. 
A high level of  practicality is perfectly 
combined with a stylish appearance and 
elegant design. Advantages of  Galaxy's J5 
are numerous starting from it's supports for 
two SIM-cards to most powerful modern 
processor the handset will not disappoint 
you in any department. Galaxy J5's hood 
is equipped with a powerful processor that 
provides lightning fast operations to make 
your life smart and easier. The vivid Full 
HD Galaxy model J5 screen is a marvel of  
its own, it displays your entire collection.

Qmobile Z9
QMobile presents sleek Noir Z9, the 
thinnest smartphone ever from the compa-
ny. Weighing only a few grams and 
measuring barely a few millimeters the 
handset QMobile Noir Z9 can make the 
world slips under your fingers. As light as 
97g, 5.1 mm of  thickness is the very next 
thing you'll get impressed with. 3G 
connectivity is a thing of  past, QMobile 
Noir Z9's smooth 4G is orchestrated by a 
powerful 1.2 GHz quad-core processor in 
combination with a 4.8 inch HD screen 
that's brightly illuminated by sharpest of  
AMOLED technology. The latest addition 
to QMobile Noir Z clan is like presenting 
elegance in the service of  performance. 
The handset uses double aluminium effect 
to reduce the visual thickness. 

Microsoft Lumia640
Microsoft Devices accidently announced 
the Lumia 640 XL a sophisticated, stylish 
and reliable smartphone under Microsoft 
Lumia family. A convenient and efficiently 
multifunctional model having thin plastic 
body conceals a fast and powerful Lumia 
processor that allows you to easily and 
comfortably use the gadget for communi-
cation, entertainment and work. Lumia 
640 is built on the platform of  a 4-core 
processor Qualcomm Snapdragon 400 
with 1GB of  "RAM" and graphics acceler-
ator Adreno 305. Due to the installed 
operating system Windows Phone 8.1 
users can comfortably control the Lumia 
smartphone, using an extensive set of  
standard applications. Built-in Microsoft 
Office runs smoothly on 16 GB storage.

Rivo PZ15
A salute to the Rivo Awesomeness, new 
Phantom PZ15 is actually an epitome of  
endless perfection. Now handle all your 
work related tasks much more swiftly and 
conveniently than ever before. With Rivo 
Phantom PZ15's powerful 1.7 ghz 
octa-core processor, get more done with 
less. The embodiment of  pure amazement 
and encapsulation of  awesome features, 
The new Rivo Phantom PZ15 comes with 
a long life battery that never betrays. With 
its 2000 mAh power packed battery, you 
can be pretty sure of  a great Rivo Phantom 
experience that continues without any 
hitch or glitch. Ever seen an elegance that 
inspires? Well, the slim, sleek & stylish 
smartphone AKA Phantom's PZ15 is 
meant to make a lasting impression.

Voice X5
Pakistan's 1st Octa-Core, Voice Xtreme 
X5 is the self  proclaimed fastest smart-
phone by Voice, the pioneer of  Octa-Core 
Technology in Pakistan. Voice's Xtreme 
X5 goes the distance with blazing fast 
performance and a sleek design that sets it 
apart from the rest. Want to own the 
fastest smartphone with featuresthat 
exceeds all expectations? Then pay atten-
tion to Xtreme X5 by Voice. With an 
amazing 440 ppi pixel density on a fairly 
larger 5 inches multi touch screen, 
Xtreme's X5 provides an unforgettable 
experience of  watching videos and images 
in excellent quality. Loaded with an 
Octa-Core processor, Voice Xtreme X5's 
2GB of  RAM ensures higher performance
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Huawei 
Lights, Camera, Action! Huawei Brings 
out P8, A perfect combination of  ultimate 
aesthetics and haptic experience enclosed 
in a metal unibody made with the most 
advanced nano-manufacturing technology. 
Huawei P8 in result is a complete, seamless 
enclosure that fits perfectly in your hand. 
Nothing stands out so conspicuously, the 

RS.

54,000

Samsung 
Knock knock! Samsung Reveals sleek 
Galaxy J5, a stylish and high quality 
Smartphone solution that'll solves all of  
your major communication problems once 
and for all. Unlimited features of  Samsung 
J5 are enclosed in a stylish all-metal body. 
A high level of  practicality is perfectly 

RS.

23,000

Qmobile 
QMobile presents sleek Noir Z9, the 
thinnest smartphone ever from the compa
ny. Weighing only a few grams and 
measuring barely a few millimeters the 
handset QMobile Noir Z9 can make the 
world slips under your fingers. As light as 
97g, 5.1 mm of  thickness is the very next 

RS.

25,000

Microsoft Devices accidently announced 
the Lumia 640 XL a sophisticated, stylish 

Lumia family. A convenient and efficiently 
multifunctional model having thin plastic 
body conceals a fast and powerful Lumia 
processor that allows you to easily and 

RS.

22,700

Rivo 
A salute to the Rivo Awesomeness, new 
Phantom PZ15 is actually an epitome of  
endless perfection. Now handle all your 
work related tasks much more swiftly and 
conveniently than ever before. With Rivo 
Phantom PZ15's powerful 1.7 ghz 
octa-core processor, get more done with 

RS.

18,750

Voice 
Pakistan's 1st Octa-Core, Voice Xtreme 
X5 is the self  proclaimed fastest smart
phone by Voice, the pioneer of  Octa-Core 
Technology in Pakistan. Voice's Xtreme 
X5 goes the distance with blazing fast 
performance and a sleek design that sets it 
apart from the rest. Want to own the 

RS.

16,500



Abovve prices are subject to change as per market
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Microsoft Lumia 430
New Microsoft handset, the Lumia 430 is 
launched at a price of  less than 100euros 
which is clearly designed to help the 
beginners. Having a 4.0 inch IPS screen, 
Lumia 430 has a reasonable resolution of  
800 x 480 pixels. In the small display size 
which gives a pixel density of  235 ppi, The 
processor of  Microsoft is Qualcomm's 
Dual core Snapdragon having a Lumia 
clock speed of  1.2 GHz. The RAM is 1GB 
as we usually see in the Android smart-
phones. The built-in flashmemory of  8GB 
is quite big, a slot for micro SD cards is 
installed on the new Lumia. it supports 
both UMTS frequencies 900 and 2100 
MHz and quad-band GSM networks. LTE 
is not present. Wireless Lan is also present 
in the Lumia 430.

QMobile Noir X30
QMobile presents new Noir X30, a low 
end attractive smartphone. Today's stylish 
and moderately stringent modern mobile 
phone market is full of  sensational candy 
bars, but unlike QMobile Noir X30, much 
of  them are very large models and could 
hardly fit in the hand, a small purse or 
even a tight pocket of  your jeans. QMobile 
Noir X30's latest version is all about being 
friendly, a design that could easy fit both 
the genders whether you are a guy with 
strong fingers or a girl with fragile hands. 
QMobile Noir X has a deep black body 
color to be strict and laconic, a small 
touch-sensitive button below the display 
only dilute its monolith pleasant light. 
QMobile's Noir X30 is small in size so the 
display is represented by a 4.0 inch matrix

GFive A78
GFive A78 is an Android smart phone 
comes with fabulous features. With 4.3 
inch Capacitive Touch screen enjoy wide 
and clear display, GFive A78 is powered 
with1 GHz Dual core processor that 
enhance the performance, GFive A78 
comes with 8 mega pixel Autofocus HD 
camera which can be used to take picture 
and record videos & also includes front 
camera, Enjoy free space for data storage 
using G-Cloud & also enjoy high speed 
internet using GPRS and WiFi of  GFive 
A78  

QMobile Linq X70
Introducing QMobile premium smart-
phone LinQ X70, an elegant model for an 
infinite communication experience that 
has never been seen before. Available in 
many stunning colors, the new QMobile 
LinQ X70 is the first model of  it's stylish 
series that will allow you to stay in touch 
with all of  your family and friends. This 
compact model of  QMobile LinQ X 
family is designed for two SIM-cards that 
will save you the time while choosing 
between the two operators. And not only 
that but QMobile LinQ X70's Dual-SIM 
feature allows you to separate business 
and personal calls. The smartphone also 
has a long life battery with a good capacity 
of  1500 mAh. QMobile's LinQ X70 not 
just allows you to communicate.

Huawei Y360
A usual, Huawei continues with Y360 at 
the MWC this year, showing off  the beau-
tiful 4.0 inch 4G LTE smartphone, that is 
very light on the wallet. Huawei Y360 
comes with universally recognizable 
features, attracting minimalism of  shapes 
and colors with rounded corners. New 
handset Huawei's Y360 is equipped with a 
4.0 inch capacitive FWVGA screen that 
supports 854 × 480 pixels at 245 ppi pixel 
density. Huawei model Y360 shows a 
striking contrast and vibrant colors with 
wide freedom of  social communication. 
To increase the range of  communication 
Huaweipresented the built in support for 
4G networks, Y360 lets you fully enjoy 
mobile surfing on the internet.

Rivo Rhythm RX55 
Rivo unveils new Rhythm RX55 smart-
phone, the Fast and Furious 3G enabled 
slim and smart device for swift and 
smooth internet usage. Rivo Rhythm 
RX55 handset features a 1.3 GHz 
Quad-Core processor that’s much faster 
and furious than ever before. Whether it’s 
internet surfing or shuffling between apps, 
Rivo Rhythm RX55's four cores always 
keep up with you. Rush to the nearest 
Advance Telecom's outlet now and 
indulge yourself  in the pure roller coaster 
of  fun by selecting any from Rivo Rhythm 
RX family. Aside from the pre-installed 
apps, the Google Play Store gives you 
access to an unending portal of  additional 
exciting applications. Space out with 
Rivo's Rhythm RX55.

Microsoft 
New Microsoft handset, the Lumia 430 is 
launched at a price of  less than 100euros 
which is clearly designed to help the 
beginners. Having a 4.0 inch IPS screen, 
Lumia 430 has a reasonable resolution of  
800 x 480 pixels. In the small display size 
which gives a pixel density of  235 ppi, The 

RS.

7,950

QMobile 
QMobile presents new Noir X30, a low 
end attractive smartphone. Today's stylish 
and moderately stringent modern mobile 
phone market is full of  sensational candy 
bars, but unlike QMobile Noir X30, much 
of  them are very large models and could 
hardly fit in the hand, a small purse or 

RS.

6,500

GFive 
GFive A78 is an Android smart phone 
comes with fabulous features. With 4.3 
inch Capacitive Touch screen enjoy wide 
and clear display, GFive A78 is powered 
with1 GHz Dual core processor that 
enhance the performance, GFive A78 
comes with 8 mega pixel Autofocus HD 

RS.

7,500
RS.

8,500

Huawei 
A usual, Huawei continues with Y360 at 
the MWC this year, showing off  the beau
tiful 4.0 inch 4G LTE smartphone, that is 
very light on the wallet. Huawei Y360 
comes with universally recognizable 
features, attracting minimalism of  shapes 
and colors with rounded corners. New 

RS.

8,499

Rivo unveils new Rhythm RX55 smart
phone, the Fast and Furious 3G enabled 
slim and smart device for swift and 
smooth internet usage. Rivo Rhythm 
RX55 handset features a 1.3 GHz 

and furious than ever before. Whether it’s 

RS.

7,200



Abovve prices are subject to change as per market

Lenovo A319
Take this! Lenovo gives us A319 White, 
the embodiment of  modern technology in 
a stylish and compact design. The device is 
based on a modern dual-core processor 
from MediaTek running the Android 
operating system, the latest version. Leno-
vo's A319 has a good screen with high 
pixel density and is quite convenient for 
one-handed operations. The rear camera 
allows you to take quality pictures with the 
flash and autofocus, shoot stunning 
movies with Lenovo RocStar A319. The 
front, in turn, is used for video calls and 
shooting selfies. Built-in memory can be 
expanded from 4GB microSD cards up to 
32GB. Lenovo enjoys presence of  two 
SIM cards, and plus A319 also supports 
the new 3G communication allowing you 
to have high-quality internet connection. 

Haier Pursuit G30
Reaching new Heights, Haier proudly 
unveils Pursuit G30, an ergonomicallyreli-
able smartphone contributing an attractive 
addition to the universal display size. The 
absence of  backlash and creaking reviews 
on Haier Pursuit G30 actually generates 
the feeling of  reliability and durability. The 
over look is stylish and sleek while a 
narrow frame around the perimeter of  
Haier Pursuit G30's display will also give 
some accuracy and elegant exterior. 
Decent performance in such an attractive 
body hides no less alluring hardware, The 
new member of  Haier Pursuit G family is 
led by a dual-core processor by MediaTek 
clocked at 1.3GHz. This chip will be more 
than enough for the vast majority of  tasks 
on Haier G30 that can only be performed.

Sony Xperia E3
You all expect something good from sony 
but what if  a phone like Xperia E3 makes 
you smile, Great isn't it? Experience the all 
new Sony Xperia E3 available in not just 
two but four amazing colors, including 
copper, yellow, black and premium white. 
This Great grandson of  Sony Xperia E is 
materialized for your routine day adven-
tures, just about ready for everything you 
throw at it. Sony's Xperia E3 assures you 
the same old quality by combining the 
latest 4G technology in an elegant and 
sleek design. Sony Xperia E3's body is as 
light as a feathermaking it operable by a 
single hand making it an excellent easy to 
handle device. Snapping pictures with 
Sony Xperia E3 user friendly camera is an 
endeavour.

Rivo Phantom PZ8
Rivo Mobile presents Phantom PZ8 to 
provide you with an unmatchable perfor-
mance at the speed of  light. The advanced 
Qualcomm Snapdragon's Quad-Core 
processor on Rivo Phantom PZ8 gives you 
the maximum performance and speed 
without any compromise of  draining your 
battery. Powered by the latest Android 
KitKat 4.4, the Rivo Phantom PZ8's 
unbeatable design ensures greaterproduc-
tivity when you are at work and loads of  
fun when you are at home with kids. This 
new jewel of  Rivo Phantom P family fits 
like a glove in your hands, the compact and 
lightweight design is quite handy along 
with the bright 4.5 inch display of  Rivo's 
Phantom PZ8 that offers a clear and crispy 
viewing experience. 

GFive G10 Octa Core
GFive presents President G10 now in 
Octa-Core Technology. Gfive President 
G10 Octa Core is the most awaited local 
gadget of  2014. Externally, the smartphone 
does not differ much from its predecessor 
Gfive President G10 apart from a smaller 
5.0 inch Display. Other major internal 
differences include Built-in Memory 
reduced to 16GB, Front Cam is reduced to 
8MP and of  course Gfive's G10 Octa core 
comes with an octa-core processor. The 
grip is very comfortable in the hand, 
despite of  GFive President G10 Octa's 
considerable dimensions. Fast as a flash, 
performance wise Gfive G10 Octa has an 
8-core processor clocked at 1.7 GHz, 
which in tandem with 1GB of RAM 
provides an enviable performance.

QMobile Noir X10 
Qmobile brings new Noir X10 to the town 
with smart 3G capabilities and an attrac-
tively amazing price. It's an year of  joy, 
first we had the 3G launch and now the 
best in class handsets. QMobile Noir X10 
is loaded with a Dual-Core processor 
clocked at 1.3GHz which lets you 
navigate coherently through simultane-
ously open multiple apps. In short, the 
new QMobile Noir X smartphone is a 
pocket friendly 3G smartphone, loaded 
with excellent functionality and fast 
performance that'll help you get all your 
work done instantly. QMobile Noir X10's 
screen is not too big but actually the model 
is designed to add to the segment of  the 
cheapest smart phone solutions.
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QMobile 
Qmobile brings new Noir X10 to the town 
with smart 3G capabilities and an attrac
tively amazing price. It's an year of  joy, 
first we had the 3G launch and now the 
best in class handsets. QMobile Noir X10 
is loaded with a Dual-Core processor 
clocked at 1.3GHz which lets you 

RS.

5,690

GFive 
GFive presents President G10 now in 
Octa-Core Technology. Gfive President 
G10 Octa Core is the most awaited local 
gadget of  2014. Externally, the smartphone 
does not differ much from its predecessor 
Gfive President G10 apart from a smaller 
5.0 inch Display. Other major internal 

RS.

11,900

Rivo Mobile presents Phantom PZ8 to 
provide you with an unmatchable perfor
mance at the speed of  light. The advanced 

processor on Rivo Phantom PZ8 gives you 
the maximum performance and speed 
without any compromise of  draining your 

RS.

10,900

Sony 
You all expect something good from sony 
but what if  a phone like Xperia E3 makes 
you smile, Great isn't it? Experience the all 
new Sony Xperia E3 available in not just 
two but four amazing colors, including 
copper, yellow, black and premium white. 
This Great grandson of  Sony Xperia E is 

RS.

17,000

Haier 
Reaching new Heights, Haier proudly 
unveils Pursuit G30, an ergonomicallyreli
able smartphone contributing an attractive 
addition to the universal display size. The 
absence of  backlash and creaking reviews 
on Haier Pursuit G30 actually generates 
the feeling of  reliability and durability. The 

RS.

8,999

Lenovo 
Take this! Lenovo gives us A319 White, 
the embodiment of  modern technology in 
a stylish and compact design. The device is 
based on a modern dual-core processor 
from MediaTek running the Android 
operating system, the latest version. Leno
vo's A319 has a good screen with high 
pixel density and is quite convenient for 

RS.

7,900
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